Abstract -
I. INTRODUCTION
The search for principles and methods of comparative analysis of a number of texts as fragments of idiostyles still remains an actual task of linguostylistic research. One of the universal foundations of comparative analysis can be the nature and type of conjugation of two invariable components of any literary image -the denotative sphere and its linguistic expression. "The most common words and images are mutually permeable and transformed according to the style of a literary work. Verbal images and their formation techniques are very different depending on the basics of the poetics of a particular direction, a literary school, as well as the inner qualities of an individual style" [1, p. 55] . Studies that examine the typology of images, their compositional development forms, semantic combinations and shifts in the structure of a literary work are rare [1, p. 55] . The grammatical structure of images which greatly influences the stylistic colouring of a literary text is still poorly understood.
At first glance, an image with plasticity is more closely associated with sensual ideas about the outer world than an image expressed only by linguistic means. However, this view is substantially corrected when studying literary practice.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In modern Ossetian writers' works the patterns of skillful conjugation of various means of speech expressiveness both in prose and in poetic texts are quite common [5, 6] . Nafi Dzhusoyty is one of the word masters whose poems are full of examples of traditional usage of various combinations of tropes. In his poem "Фaeллад барaeг" ("The tired rider") [3, p. 247 And again, the synthesis of expressive means is used: here is a rhetorical question, and a syntactically complex non-trivial figurative comparison, which includes a phraseological unit as a precedent text (хaeсты топп нaeмыгaeй сaeрфынц). A special stylistic role is played by the repetition of single-root words with various derivational components:
-фaeллад «tired», -фыдвaeллад «very tired», -фaeлладaeн «to tired», -тохвaeллад «tired of war».
The author also presents his individual innovation -ныхдзу, formed from the words ных "forehead" and цaeуын "go", used in this context in the meaning of "head" (head wind).
Another interesting thing is that the title of the poem is carefully selected and justified by the following text, which is essential; remember what importance was attached to it by N.S. Leskov who believed that the title of a work, article, and even a note, not only must correspond to the content of the opus, but also be expressive and tempting [4, p. 305 ].
In another poem by N. Dzhusoyty "Лaeджы зaeрдae" ("The Heart of Man"), the use of single-root words (фaeндаг, надвaeндаг, фaeндаггонтae) and words with similar sounds (фaeндаг, фaeнда) is especially distinguished among the devices of linguistic figurativeness:
Лaeджы зaeрдae фaeндаг у, надвaeндаг. 
This is happiness -if you catch it
Your heart will be for earthly sorrows, for earthly joys! The author combines this device with the usual repetition of words зaeхх, цин, амонд, зaeрдae, хъыгтae, and this is just eight lines! Repetition here is the main one, and comparing the heart with a road is an additional expressive means of creating a poetic text.
The term "linguistic figurativeness" seems more correct in this case, although more often it is used in relation to prose texts. E.A. Nekrasova believes that the term "linguistic figurativeness" is used "as a rule, when analyzing prose texts, as well as poetic works of the lyric-epic genre" [9, p. 64], and cites the example of V.V. Vinogradov who speaks about figurative syntax in relation to descriptive fragments of the "Bronze Horseman" [1, p. 174]. We, however, regard linguistic figurativeness as one of the essential features of the lyrical genre because the way that the sensual representation interacts with the text largely creates the artistic informational content of the work, its individual style. According to V.V. Vinogradov, "The reader not only reads the writer's work but is a creator along with him adding more and more content in his work. And in this sense, we can safely talk about the reader and the author's "co-creation" " [1, p. 8] . When reading lyric texts, such "co-creation" can be interpreted as one of the essential components of understanding the stated lyrical collision; moreover, in some cases only the "solution" to the associative code connecting the denotation with its artistic reflection gives the key to understanding the content of the lyric work or its fragment.
The analysis of the linguistic figurativeness problem by specific examples makes it possible to judge about the possibility of distinguishing typological groups of lyrical texts based on the nature of the interaction of the sensual representation with its "image" in the verbal fabric of the text.
A fragment of reality often gets a clear, sort of a picturesque image, as in the poem "Иунaeг зaeхх" ("The Only Land"):
Хъызт, aeнахуыр хъызт хaeхты,
Тымыгъ ноджы ныггалиу. [3, p. 270]

It's cold, it is unusually cold in the mountains, And the blizzard is circling.
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Further, in the same strophe, the author complicates the visual perception of the visual picture offered to the reader:
Арвaeй зaeххы ʼхсaeн митнад aeврaeгътaeй
Къухaeн бакaeнaeн нали.
Between heaven and earth through snow clouds You cannot reach your hand out.
This plastic image is represented by an unusual perspective which must be determined in order to understand the author's point of view. In another poem, the poet describes the spring sky from a different position and creates an interesting image using a simple comparison: If in the previous passages the reader was asked to imagine the sky as a flat area between the clouds and the earth or as a rag on the horns of bulls, then in this passage it is not enough to imagine a flight "backward" of a burning cigarette thrown along the way, it is necessary to recreate an imaginative picture of the aircraft's movement "forward" with an illusion of "flight" of fixed earthly landmarks [13] , [14] .
It is obvious that such constructions are based on the general laws of the language which also form the principles of the colloquial speech architecture through wide use of emotives and vocatives by N. Dzhusoyty as well as a whole arsenal of various stylistic means as in the fragment: The poem is called "Хaeрзбон, хaeхтae!" ("Farewell, mountains!"). This is one of the most emotionally strong works of the poet, in which sensuality and deep psychological heat are achieved, for the most part, by lexical and grammatical means in combination with various skillfully used types of repetition [2, 11] :
-by repeating the interjection гъе which sets for this work the tone which is specific to such a folklore genre as weeping;
-by threefold repetition of the verb хастат "carried", reinforcing stringing the memories of the past, of what you lose (similar stringing is used in weeping); -by repetition of the enclitic form of the pronoun of the 2nd person plural уae "your" throughout the poem while its location in the line varies in strophes): The use of repetition once again proves our idea that "for a poetic language, repetition is one of the most characteristic devices; it is universal and is used, due to its natural expressiveness and emotionality, to reproduce the assessment of the reality phenomena depicted by the author of a poetic text, it helps to enhance the expressiveness of speech, affecting the emotional-volitional sphere of a person" [2, p. 101].
Other devices of expressiveness and the author's idiostyle, the inclusion of a sentence with homogeneous parts give special emotionality to this poem… (Цaeссыг aeмae тугaeй,/ Дaeлфад aeмae армы тъaeпaeнaeй,/ Уaeраг aeмae цонджы рaeбынaeй… "With tears and blood, / With soles and palms, / With knees and elbows"), occasional words (зaeрдылзад хaeхтae "mountains ingrown into the heart"), foot polymetry and others. The text, as we have already said, imitates a certain folklore genre; it is rather difficult to draw a clear line between conversationalism as a common feature of the modern national language and logicalpsychological complexity as a feature of literary texts. The combination of the real (AEз мae хид,/AEз мae бaeгънaeг къaeхты туг/Фaeкалдтон уae тигъджын къaeмбыртыл "My sweat, / The blood of my bare feet / I spilled on the steep ledges of your rocks") and the surreal (AEз цaeудзынaeн сымахимae,/Фыдaeлты ингaeнтae уынынмae./AEз цaeудзынaeн сымахимae, /Мae зaeронд, мae уарзон гыццимae… "I will walk with you / To visit the ancestors' graves. / I will walk with you / To my old, my beloved mother" -the author appeals to the mountains) here is a very complex construction which it is advisable to consider in a series of proper devices.
III. CONCLUSION
Thus, to express figurative ideas, various principles of expressive means architecture can be used; the emotional background of the literary whole also includes the perception of the modal plan of a work, in addition to the figurative semantic plan of perception [15] . The modality level of Nafi Dzhusoyty's poems is very high, and this, being a feature of his idiostyle, gives the poetry of the writer a special note of sincerity. Isn't this the main goal, the essence and the reason of a poetic text? The words that Nafi once said about Kosta Khetagurov can be equally attributed to his poetic creativity, "Art must be primarily art created by the works of highly gifted artists, otherwise there will be neither content nor form in it. The form and content should be in perfect harmony with another thing: in a poem there should not be a single extra sound or lack of it. Art should be meaningful, purposeful, and its meaning and goals should be based on the meaning and goals of life" [8, p.53] .
